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CARRYING CASE ADAPTED FOR USE
WITH A GOLF PULL CART

proximate the bottom end. A generally cylindrical section
extends beloW the main compartment. The generally cylin
drical section is siZed to ?t Within the annular support on the

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

golf pull cart. Similarly, a top section extends above the
main compartment. The top section is siZed to ?t Within the
semicircular support on the golf pull cart.

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to carrying cases, luggage,

The carrying case has a large volume and can be used to

and other such containers that are used by people to carry

carry items or can be converted into a child’s seat.

their possessions When traveling by foot. More particularly,
the present invention relates to carrying cases and similar
items that are adapted to be joined to Wheeled carts.
2. Prior Art Statement
People Who travel to vacation destinations often spend a
great mount of time touring that vacation destination on foot.

10

a stroller.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

For example, if a person travels to an amusement park or a 15

museum, the entire time at such a destination is spent

Walking from one attraction to another. When people travel
on vacation, they often carry a substantial amount of equip
ment With them. The equipment that is carried typically
includes cameras, food, Water, rain gear, sun tanning lotions
and the like. If people are travelling With children, the
amount of materials that must be carried While Walking

FIG. 1 is a perspective vieW of a carrying case in
20

FIG. 2 is a front plan vieW of the carrying case shoWn in
FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional vieW of the embodiment
25

previously shoWn in FIG. 1; and
FIG. 4 is a front plan vieW of the embodiment of the
present invention carrying case con?gured into a child’s
seat.

30

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION

35

As people vacation, a common item brought With them
are their golf clubs. In many instances, people Who oWn golf
clubs also oWn golf bag pull carts. Golf bag pull carts are
portable carts that are speci?cally designed to hold the shape
of a golf bag. Such pull carts are typically both lightWeight
and collapsible so they can be easily transported.
Furthermore, such carts typically are very sturdy in order to

long distances. Furthermore, backpacks and carry bags do

The preferred choice of vacationers for carrying equip

hold the full Weight of a loaded golf bag as it travels over
rough terrain. Lastly, such pull carts are Well balanced on

ment While Walking is a cart or stroller. Carts and strollers

can hold a large amount of equipment yet can be pulled by
a Walking person With only a minimum of effort. In the prior
art, there are many different types of carts and strollers that
are intended for different purposes. For example, US. Pat.
No. 5,362,079 to Graham, entitled Beach Caddy, shoWs a
cart adapted to carry the equipment commonly carried to the
beach. US. Pat. No. 4,118,048 to Spranger, entitled
Wheeled Sample Case shoWs a cart adapted to carry a large

accordance With the present invention shoWn in conjunction
With a typical prior art golf pull cart;

FIG. 1;

increases dramatically. Items such as diaper bags, strollers,

require a certain degree of physical ?tness to use.
Accordingly, such devices are not preferred by vacationers
Who Want to casually stroll around a vacation destination
Without a great deal of effort.

For a better understanding of the present invention, ref
erence is made to the folloWing description of an exemplary
embodiment thereof, considered in conjunction With the

accompanying draWings, in Which:

bottles and the like must noW be carried. Likewise, if a

vacation is taken at the beach, yet additional equipment must
be carried. Such equipment includes beach chairs,
umbrellas, playpens, toWels blankets and the like.
In the prior art there have been a large number of devices
that have been invented to assist people carry a large amount
of equipment as they Walk. Such prior art devices commonly
fall into the categories of backpacks, carry bags or pull carts.
Backpacks and carry bags are uncomfortable to carry for

Accordingly, the present inventions enables a common golf
pull cart to be selectively converted into a travel cart and/or

large Wheels so that the carts are easy to maneuver and pull
even When loaded With a signi?cant amount of Weight. The
present invention is a carrying case that is designed to be
carried by a conventional golf pull cart. Such a carrying case
45

is shaped to hold a Wide range of equipment. Consequently,
a person’s golf cart can be transformed into a pull cart for
use at the beach, an amusement park or any other place that

is toured by Walking. As a result, a strong, light-Weight pull

number of sales samples. The problem associated With such
prior art carts is that they are designed only to hold certain

cart can be had Without the need for purchasing separate pull
carts for separate applications.
Referring to FIG. 1, a typical golf pull cart 10 is illus
trated. The golf pull cart 10 has a primary frame element 12.

items. As such, a person Would have to purchase one cart to
carry beach equipment, another to carry a child and yet
another to carry bulky items such as ice chests.
At the bottom of the primary frame element 12 is an annular
A need therefore exists for a cart that can be adapted to
support 14 that is siZed to accept the base of most traditional
multiple uses and can be used to hold, children and/or the 55 golf bags. At a point near the top of the primary frame
equipment needed for numerous different situations. This
element 12 is a semicircular support 16 that is siZed to cradle

need is met by the present invention as described and
claimed beloW.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
The present invention is a carrying case for use With a golf
pull cart of the type that includes a frame element, an annular

support disposed at the bottom of the frame element and a

semicircular support disposed proximate the top of the frame
element. The carrying case includes a main compartment
having a top end and a bottom end. An access opening

extends from a point proximate the top end to a point

60

a section of the upper part of a golf bag. A strap 18 is
attached to the semicircular support 16. The strap 18
traverses the tWo ends of the semicircular support 16 and
acts to retain the top of a golf bag in contact With the
semicircular support 16. A handle 20 is attached to the top
of the primary frame element 12 With a locking hinge 22.
The handle 20 can be pivoted about the hinge 22 and laid
against the primary frame element 12 When folded and not

65 in use.

A bipod assembly 24 is also pivotably attached to the
primary frame element 12. Each leg 26 of the bipod assem
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bly 24 supports a Wheel 28. The legs 26 of the bipod

38 of the carrying case 30 to collapse and fold When the

assembly 24 collapse together and against the primary frame

carrying case 30 is not in use. The plates 60 can be
paperboard or cardboard, but are preferably a Water imper
vious material such as a thin sheet of plastic. The plates 60
in the back surface 38 of the main compartment 30 serve a

element 12 When the golf pull cart 10 is collapsed and not
in use. Locking guides 29 set the legs 26 of the bipod

assembly 24 in place, When the golf pull cart 10 is fully
deployed and in use.
Also illustrated in FIG. 1 is an exemplary embodiment of
a carrying case 30 in accordance With the present invention.
The carrying case 30 preferably contains at least three
sections. The bottom section 32 of the carrying case 30 is

feW functions. First, the presence of the plates 60 give
rigidity to the carrying case 30, thereby preventing the
carrying case 30 from collapsing vertically under its oWn

Weight. Secondly, the presence of the plates 60 prevent the
10

generally cylindrical in shape and is siZed to ?t Within the
annular support 14 of the golf pull cart 10. The top section
34 of the carrying case 30 is siZed to ?t Within the semicir
cular support 16 on the golf pull cart 10. The top section 34
is also siZed to enable the strap 18 on the semicircular

carrying case 30 make the carrying case 30 more comfort
15 able to Wear as a backpack, should the carrying case 30 be

removed from the golf pull cart 10.
Alateral platform 62 is disposed at the bottom of the main
compartment 48. The lateral platform 62 is preferably
coupled to the loWest plate in the back surface 38 of the

support 16 of the golf pull cart 10 to pass around the top
section 34 of the carrying case 30 and retain that section of
the carrying case in contact With the semicircular support 16.
The presence of both the bottom section 32 of the carrying
case 30 in the annular support 14 and the top section 34 of
the carrying case 30 strapped to the semicircular support 16
?rmly interconnects the carrying case 30 to the golf pull cart
10.
The middle section 36 of the carrying case 30 is enlarged
and preferably has a generally ?at back surface 38. Optional
shoulder straps 40 are attached to the carrying case 30,
Wherein the shoulder straps 40 pass over the back surface 38
of the carrying case 30. The shoulder straps 40 enable the
carrying case 30 to be Worn as a back pack should the golf
pull cart 10 be unavailable or should the terrain be incom
patible With the use of a pull cart.
Aplurality of straps 42 and hooks 44 are disposed on the
sides of the carrying case 30. The hooks 44 and straps 42 can
be used to secure large items to the carrying case 30 that are
too big to ?t Within the carrying case 30. For example, the

carrying case 30 With a hinge 63. As such, the lateral
platform 62 is free to fold up against the loWer most plate
When the carrying case 30 is collapsed and folded. Due to the
con?guration of the carrying case 30 and the hinge connec
tion at the rear of the lateral platform 62, the lateral platform
62 comes to rest generally at a perpendicular to the plates 60
in the back surface 38 of the main compartment 48.
The lateral platform 62 serves as the main support for any

heavy object that is placed in the main compartment 48 of
the carrying case 30. In FIG. 3, a small cooler 65 is shoWn

resting upon the lateral platform 62. The main compartment
48 is preferably betWeen tWo and four feet high and has a
?oor area of betWeen one and tWo square feet. This provides

the main compartment 48 With a volume of betWeen tWo
35

cubic feet and eight cubic feet, Which is large enough to hold
a cooler 65, a case of beverage cans 67 and other heavy

objects.

straps 42 can be used to secure beach umbrellas or beach

chairs to the carrying case 30, While the hooks 44 can be
used to secure camera bags, umbrella handles or diaper bags
to the carrying case 30.
Referring to FIG. 2, it can be seen that the carrying case
30 contains numerous compartments and a variety of access

Referring to FIG. 4, it can be seen that the tWo ?aps 52

covering the main compartment 48 can be opened and
retained in an open position. Furthermore, an optional three
point harness 70 can be positioned Within the main com

partment 48, Wherein the three point harness 70 attaches to
the lateral platform 62 and the back surface of the main
compartment 48. When the ?aps 52 of the main compart

openings to reach those compartments. Although the number
siZe and location of the various compartments can be altered,
it is preferred that the carrying case 30 have a main center
compartment 48 that is disposed in the center of the middle
section 36 of the carrying case 30. The central compartment

main frame element 12 of the golf pull cart 10 from
deforming the carrying case 30 as the Weight of the carrying
case 30 rests against the main frame element 12. Lastly, the
presence of the plates 60 in the back surface 38 of the

45

ment 48 are opened, the main compartment 48 can be used
as a child’s seat. A child can sit on the lateral platform 70

vertical line doWn the front of the compartment 48. Side
compartments 50 are disposed on either side of the main

With his/her back against the back surface of the main
compartment 48. The three point harness 70 is then used to
restrain the child in the main compartment 48. Accordingly,
the assembly of the golf pull cart and the carrying case can

compartment 48. Fasteners 54, such as snaps or hook and

be used as a baby stroller.

loop patches are disposed on the ?aps of the main compart
ment. In this manner, the ?aps 52 of the main compartment

a large number of items both Within its structure and as

48 is accessible by tWo large ?aps 52 that join together in a

The present invention carrying case is capable of holding

48 can be retained in an open condition for a purpose Which

Will later be explained.

55

In addition to the main compartment 48 and the tWo side
compartments 50, the shoWn embodiment also contains an
upper compartment 56 in the top section of the carrying case
30 and a loWer compartment 58 in the loWer section of the
carrying case 30. All the compartments are accessible by at
least one opening. Each opening on the carrying case 30 is

carrying camping equipment, beach equipment, picnic mate
rials of just sight seeing equipment. Furthermore, the use of
the carrying case/golf pull cart assembly eliminates the need

preferably closable With a fastener such as a Zipper, snaps,

buttons, hook and loop fasteners or similar devices.
Referring to FIG. 3, it can be seen that rigid or semi-rigid
plates 60 are seWn into the back surface 38 of the main

compartment 48. Multiple plates 60 are preferably used
instead of a single plate, thereby alloWing the back surface

attachments on its exterior. By having the ability to attach to
a common golf pull cart, the overall assembly provides an
inexpensive alternative to dedicated travel carts.
Accordingly, the present invention can be adapted for use in

65

of people With children to bring a separate dedicated stroller.
Some golf carts do not have annular supports at their
bottoms. Rather, some golf carts only have a platform upon
Which the bottom of a golf bag rests. Accordingly, the
present invention need not have the cylindrical bottom

section previously described. Rather, the lateral platform at
the bottom of the main compartment can be the loWest part

5,971,409
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10. A cart assembly, comprising:

of the device. The lateral platform Would provide a stiff
surface that can rest upon the platform of the golf cart,
thereby supporting the device on the golf car.
It Will be understood that the embodiments of the present

a completely enclosed main compartment having a front
surface, a back surface, side surfaces, a top end and a
bottom end, Wherein said enclosed main compartment
de?nes a volume of betWeen tWo cubic feet and eight

invention described and illustrated herein are merely exem
plary and a person skilled in the art can make many

cubic feet;
a child seat Within said main compartment;
an access opening disposed in said front surface of said

variations to the embodiment shoWn Without departing from
the scope of the present invention. It should also be under
stood that the various elements from the different embodi
ments shoWn can be mixed together to create alternate
embodiments that are not speci?cally described. For

main compartment for selectively opening said front
surface of said main compartment to access said child

10

seat, Wherein said access opening extends along said

example, although the golf pull cart and carrying case are

front surface from a point proximate said top end to a

shoWn as separate components, a person skilled in the art

point proximate said bottom end;

Would knoW haW to combine both components into a single

integral assembly. All such variations, modi?cations and
alternate embodiments are intended to be included Within

a rigid panel disposed at said bottom end of said main

Wheels extending from said main compartment; and
a handle extending from said main compartment, Wherein

the scope of the present invention as de?ned by the

appended claims.

said main compartment can be balanced on said Wheels

What is claimed is:
1. Acarrying case for use With a golf pull cart, Wherein the
golf pull cart contains a frame element, an annular support
disposed at the bottom of the frame element and a semicir

and pulled on said Wheel by said handle.
11. The assembly according to claim 10, Wherein said
Wheels and said handle are part of a cart structure that can

be selectively attached to or removed from said main

cular support disposed proximate the top of the frame
element, said carrying case comprising;
a completely enclosed main compartment having a top
end, a bottom end and an access opening comprising
vertical ?aps, opposite a back surface and extending
from a point proximate said top end to a point proxi
mate said bottom end, Wherein said main compartment
has a volume of betWeen tWo cubic feet and eight cubic

compartment.
12. The assembly according to claim 11, Wherein said cart
25

structure is a golf pull cart having a frame element, an
annular support disposed at the bottom of the frame element

and a semicircular support disposed proximate the top of the
frame element, Wherein said handle and said Wheels extend
from said frame element.

13. The assembly according to claim 12, further including

feet With a ?oor area of betWeen one and tWo feet

a cylindrical section disposed beloW said main compartment
that is siZed to ?t Within said annular support of said golf pull

square;

a generally cylindrical section extending beloW said main
compartment, wherein said generally cylindrical sec

cart.

14. The assembly according to claim 12, further including

tion is siZed to ?t Within the annular support on the golf

pull cart;

compartment;

15

a section above said main compartment that is siZed to ?t
35

a cylindrical a top section similar to said bottom section,

Within said semicircular support of said golf pull cart.
15. The assembly according to claim 10, further including

extending above said main compartment, Wherein said
top section is siZed to ?t Within the semicircular support
on the golf pull cart.
2. The carrying case according to claim 1, Wherein said

surface of said cart assembly for attaching objects to said
cart assembly.
16. The assembly according to claim 15, Wherein said at

at least one attachment mechanism disposed on an exterior

least one attachment mechanism is selected from a group

main compartment has a front side surface and a rear side

surface that extend betWeen said top end and said bottom
end, and Wherein said access opening is disposed in said
front surface.
3. The carrying case according to claim 2, further includ
ing at least one stiffening panel disposed in said rear side
surface of said main compartment.
4. The carrying case according to claim 3, further includ
ing shoulder straps af?xed to said rear side surface, Wherein

consisting of straps, ties and hooks.
17. The assembly according to claim 10, further including
45

second cylindrical support disposed proximate the top of the
frame element, said carrying case comprising;

said shoulder straps enable said carrying case to be Worn as

a backpack.

a fully enclosed main compartment having a top end, a
bottom end and an access opening having ?aps and
extending from a point proximate said top end to a

5. The carrying case according to claim 1, further includ
ing at least one panel disposed at said bottom end of said

main compartment.
6. The carrying case according to claim 4 further includ
ing a harness disposed in said main compartment for retain
ing a child in place sitting on said at least one panel.
7. The carrying case according to claim 1, further includ

55

point proximate said bottom end;
at least one panel disposed at said bottom end of said main

compartment;
a harness disposed in said main compartment for retaining

ing at least one attachment mechanism disposed on an

a child in place sitting on said at least one panel;
a bottom section extending beloW said main
compartment, Wherein said bottom section is siZed to ?t
on the ?rst support on the golf pull cart;
a top section extending above said main compartment,
Wherein said top section is siZed to ?t Within the second

exterior surface of said carrying case for attaching objects to
said carrying case.
8. The carrying case according to claim 7, Wherein said at
least one attachment mechanism is selected from a group

consisting of straps, ties and hooks.
9. The carrying case according to claim 1, further includ
ing at least one secondary compartment attached to an
external surface of said main compartment, Wherein each of
said secondary compartments contain an access opening.

at least one secondary compartment attached to and external
surface of said main compartment, Wherein each of said
secondary compartments contain an access opening.
18. A carrying case for use With a golf pull cart, Wherein
the golf pull cart contains a frame element, a ?rst cylindrical
support disposed at the bottom of the frame element and a

65

support on the golf pull cart.
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